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YIELD TACTICS is an independent and specialized 
consulting firm serving airlines, rail companies, 

cruise lines, ferries, bus networks, car and vehicle 
rental services, car parks, hospitality, tour opera-
tors, amusement parks, meetings & events MICE 

operators, corporate travel buyers, and travel 
technology startups.  

WE SERVE THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY 

Our revenue management expertise essentially comes from the 
airline sector, which is known to have adopted over decades the 
most sophisticated and best-in-class pricing and yield management 
expertise within the travel industry. Nowadays Yield Tactics pro-
poses services to a large panel of actors and is open to new pro-
jects outside the travel industry such as media and telecoms.  



 

 

Yield Tactics is an agile consulting company providing 
consulting, coaching, and training services to travel com-
panies around the world. 

Although our headquarters are in Annecy, 30 miles south 
of Geneva, we have no physical offices: our Senior Con-
sultants work from home, or from the premises of our 
customers. 

You can reach them through one of our three virtual con-
tact points that we have set up in Singapore, Toronto, and 
Toulouse. 

By visiting our websites, yieldtactics.com and airlinetac-
tics.com, you have access to agendas of the Senior Con-
sultants to plan a video conference on the day and time 
of your choice, in English or French. 

You can reach at any time a Senior Consultant from Yield 
Tactics who will take the time necessary to understand 
the challenges and opportunities you wish to take up. 

You can also send us your RFI & RFP directly by e-mail. 
After your discussion with a Yield Tactics Senior Consult-
ant, you will receive a commercial offer within 2 to 5 
working days.  

By integrating Yield Tactics into all your RFPs, you can be 
sure of quickly receiving a detailed proposal tailored to 
your needs, which will deliver predictable business results 
with a high return on investment. If you wish, we can add 
a financial ROI scheme to our commercial offer to facili-
tate its internal acceptance.  
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S E R V I C E S  



 

 

YIELD TACTICS’ services can be combined to create an inte-
grated value proposal tailored to your business require-
ments. You engage with only one partner to implement 
your projects and solve your challenges. Our solutions are 
simple and pragmatic in order to guarantee fast ROI.  

 

CONSULTING 

ADVISORY 

TRAINING 

COACHING 
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Yield Tactics’ Senior Consultants are experts in revenue management, pricing, 

sales, and digital IT projects. With 15 years’ average experience working for travel 

companies of various sizes on 4 continents, our consultants have experienced most 

of the business challenges you are facing today. They propose solutions that fit 

your organization’s structure and budget. You can confidently engage with them to 

reengineer your business process and embark on your digitalization and transfor-

mation projects. 

Yield Tactics works with its proprietary frameworks and provides templates, re-

porting, and automation solutions. When required, we can create analytics tools 

based on Excel spreadsheets. For larger organizations, we have a more robust IT 

approach, helping our clients to select a technological partner and assist transition 

with a project management approach. 

Yield Tactics has a flexible fees structure (per man day/hour or project-based). We 

are able to work on your site or remotely. Discuss with us the possibility to con-

tract a remote preparation package plan ahead of the principal on-site consultancy 

service: this is a very cost-effective approach that maximizes the ROI of our en-

gagement. 

C O N S U LT I N G  
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Our advisory service is designed for chief executives who need to make challenging 

business decisions. Yield Tactics’ Senior Consultants share knowledge and exper-

tise, and review assumptions of internal business cases to provide precious busi-

ness insights so that you can take the right decision. 

Advisory can be contracted on an ad hoc basis, as a long-term partnership plan or 

as part of a specific project. 

A D V I S O R Y  
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Our most popular training services are yield management e-learning courses. We 

also deliver customized training solutions and materials to train your staff with the 

best industry practices, and reinforce your business policies and strategic goals. 

When combined with our consulting services, our tailored training programs en-

sure our business recommendations will be effectively followed by your operation-

al teams. Our Senior Consultants are available to implement our recommenda-

tions, or the recommendations of another consulting firm. Building up a training 

program to engage and empower your teams is highly recommended if you intend 

to seize the full value of our consulting recommendations. Our training modules 

are offered as independent products or within a service package. 

Yield Tactics’ Senior Consultants can also create courses for universities, business 

schools, engineering institutes, and tourism industry training centers. 

T R A I N I N G  
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Beyond training, coaching and mentoring are effective solutions to empower your 

staff and make them more productive and pertinent in their role. In many situa-

tions, coaching is a more powerful tool than training or consulting. Coaching and 

mentoring are very cost-effective. They should definitively be considered if you are 

aiming to increase your team performance. Conducted online through video calls 

over a long period of time, coaching addresses yield management-specific tech-

nical skills gaps, but also the mindset and soft skills dimensions. If your teams are 

currently running into difficulty, meeting all the expectations of their position in a 

highly demanding work environment, discuss your needs with a Yield Tactics’ Sen-

ior consultant to define what the most appropriate formula for your team is.  

C O AC H I N G  
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E X P E R T I S E  



 

 

Revenue & yield management  

Increase your revenue management team’s capabilities to deliver budgeted revenue  

Yield Tactics’ Senior Consultants improve your revenue manage-
ment team’s capabilities to detect at an early stage when there is a 
gap between booking loads, forecasts, and budget in order to imple-
ment quickly corrective actions along with your sales force. We be-
lieve that the most important skill of an effective revenue manage-
ment team is the ability to detect at an early stage that things are 
not going as initially forecast, and react quickly, in close cooperation 
with commercial teams. 

Our Senior Consultants can also focus on any specific cases in which 
you require help with: dynamic flight optimization, market trends, 
group management or yield opportunity reviews. 
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Whatever stage your data & digital transformation programs are in, 
Airline Tactics' expertise will assist you to start, assess, unlock, ac-
celerate or close your ongoing projects. 

Many airlines have found it difficult to digitize their business process-
es, and to convert their data lakes and big data into tangible reve-
nue. Airline Tactics' expertise in BI solutions implementation will 
enable you to quickly deploy agile architecture. We can provide your 
airline considerable added value by streamlining your business pro-
cesses to take advantage of technology, along with training and 
coaching services to leverage your team’s capabilities to extract val-
ue from data. Our expertise is particularly valuable for marketing 
(CRM), Revenue Management Pricing (BI), and commercial perfor-
mance automation and measurement (Sales Force). 
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Data & digital 

We transform data and business insights into revenue  



 

 

 

Pricing 

The right price, in the right place, at the right time, to the right customer  

Industries governed by yield management techniques tend to adopt 
sophisticated pricing. The challenge for pricing teams is to monitor 
competition, analyze large data sets, and react quickly. These are 
highly time-consuming tasks that leave too little time for strategic 
thinking. 

At Yield Tactics, we strongly believe an effective pricing strategy 
should be based on automated benchmarking, strong data analysis 
capabilities, and high speed to market implementing segmented and 
multi-channel pricing actions. Along with a clear fare branding struc-
ture that takes into consideration not only the product priced, but 
the total revenue that the customer may generate during their guest 
experience interacting with your services. 
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Commercial performance in industries using yield management tech-
niques (i.e. business with relatively fixed capacities, perishable inven-
tory, and/or advanced booking systems) requires specific selling 
strategies and skills. Yield Tactics help you increase the performance 
of your sales force by defining commercial strategies tailored to your 
business model constraints, industry segmentation, and distribution 
specificities. We propose a wide range of consulting, advisory, train-
ing, and coaching services to enhance your data reporting, establish 
a performance-tracking culture, and focus your teams on the most 
profitable sources of business acquisition. 

We translate your strategic goals into clear and meaningful actions, 
while keeping them aligned with yield management objectives. 

Sales & commercial 

Boost your sales team performance  
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Project management 

Ensure your strategic projects are delivered on time and on budget  

 
Yield Tactics offer project management, distribution, and IT advisory 
services to digitalize your business, increase customer satisfaction, 
improve your digital presence, decrease your costs of sales, optimize 
your distribution channels, and multiply your merchandising and 
ancillaries’ capabilities. We help you digitalize your business and rev-
enue management functions. 

Success of an IT or organizational project lays in smooth two-way 
communication and effective project management skills. To get the 
full value of your information technology projects, your organization 
requires first of all effective project management skills. 

Yield Tactics tailors its project management offering to your needs: 
our Senior Consultants can assist your project management team 
with best practices, lead your programs as a project managers, and 
equip your organization with Project Management Office (PMO), 
documentation and processes. 
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Each project is unique. You can use Yield Tactics’ senior consultants 
to inject punctually the skills and resources you need, or to lead your 
projects on full or part-time basis. When reporting directly with the 
project sponsor and vice president levels, we provide a clear picture 
of the project progress and recover strategic projects that have run 
into difficulty. 

Yield Tactics’ Senior Consultants also perform independent audits to 
assess whether you are getting the most out of your systems and 
internal processes: are there redundancies between systems or ser-
vices, cost-saving opportunities rationalizing work flows, better ser-
vices you can provide to your customers with existing resources, or 
opportunities to benchmark, outsource or renegotiate terms with 
your suppliers? 
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Organization 

 

With their senior management-level experience in commercial and 
revenue management positions, Yield Tactics’ Senior Consultants 
conduct organizational health checks and audits. 

Our Senior Consultants provide you with additional leadership exper-
tise and opinions on your short-listed candidates for key organiza-
tional roles. When revenue management and commercial teams face 
challenges working together, we deliver organizational recommenda-
tions and team coaching to improve overall efficiency and perfor-
mance. 

Unlock your business potential  
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P R O P R I E TA R Y  F R A M E W O R K S  
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Real cost of sales  
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Organizational agility  
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Our revenue management expertise essentially comes from the airline sector, 
which is known to have adopted over decades the most sophisticated and best-in-
class pricing and yield management expertise within the travel industry. Nowa-
days YIELD TACTICS proposes services to a large panel of actors and is open to new 
projects outside the travel industry such as media and telecoms.  
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Airlines 

Airline Tactics strategic capabilities and skills span all commer-
cial and revenue management issues including pricing, distribu-
tion, digitalization, data business insights, organization, project 
management and IT systems. Our experienced and agile Senior 
Consultants offer a large range of flexible services and frame-
works: benchmarking, analysis, recommendation, implementa-
tion and tracking.  

By combining Airline Tactics service offerings, you can benefit 
from an integrated solution customized to your business needs, 
avoiding the need to engage with multiple partners when imple-
menting your projects and solving your challenges. 

Airline Tactics solutions aim to be simple and pragmatic, are 
designed to get fast ROI, and minimize the effort requested of 
your operation teams. 
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Railway companies  

29 

We help railway companies establish and simulate new fare 
grids, taking into account seasonality (holidays, days of the 
week, times of the day), budgeted revenue, customer segmenta-
tion, as well as public stakeholders’ price perception. For rail 
services competing in large domestic markets or internationally 
with high-speed trains, we assist in creating best-in-class auto-
mated benchmarking processes against airlines and long-
distance bus services for multiple Origin-Destination (O&D). 
When a monopoly position exists, fair pricing caps yield manage-
ment logic: Yield Tactics’ experience in pricing, family-clustered 
structure and ancillaries will increase your railway company’s 
revenue while keeping customers and institutional stakeholders 
satisfied.  
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C R U I S E  



 

 

Cruise companies  

31 

Yield Tactics assists river and sea cruise companies in establis-
hing segmented sales and distribution strategies to ensure that, 
at every stage of the booking curve, you have the right inventory 
on sale, on the right distribution channel, for the appropriate 
international market, at the maximum sellable price. We offer 
standard services such as audits, health checks, and revenue 
management teams training and coaching. Our Senior Consul-
tants can also offer more advanced services such as engaging 
with your technological partners implementing pickup and fore-
cast models per cabin type/weeks of departure / itineraries, as 
well as managing cross cabin upsells and overbooking strategies, 
taking into account cruise-specific constraints such as lifeboat 
capacities.  
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Ferries 

33 

Yield Tactics consulting services can be tailored to the specific 
needs of ferries: revenue optimization per season and mix of 
vehicle types, segmented distribution and pricing associated to 
on-board ancillaries’ revenue strategies, and implementation of 
dynamic pricing benchmark processes.  
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Long distance bus lines & public transportation 

35 

Whether they compete with train services, low-cost planes, or 
multiple bus operators, long-distance bus lines are pressured by 
the price positioning of their business model, making yield man-
agement the only strategic approach to develop a profitable 
business. Yield Tactics audits and health checks can be the 
starting point, identifying gaps and opportunities to increase 
your revenue. Our consulting services are also available for pub-
lic transportation networks that are aiming to increase their rev-
enue to invest in new infrastructures while managing customer 
price perception and institutional stakeholders. Yield manage-
ment associated with digitalization can also be a response to 
reduce congested peak hours: our Senior Consultants can tell 
you more about this on a call.  
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Car rental 

37 

Yield Tactics’ Senior Consultants are revenue management ex-
perts who can easily dive into car rental businesses’ challenges: 
no-show rate reduction, supply & demand forecast, peak days 
and events management, fleet positioning, and leisure & week-
end demand vs. business customers.  
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Car parks 

39 

Revenue management is probably the most promising discipline 
to leverage parking revenues. Over the last decade, the digitali-
zation of the economy and the growing technological startups’ 
ecosystem offers new opportunities to segment, promote, and 
distribute parking offering to fill up the low-demand periods. 
Dynamic pricing and elasticity on peak dates and hours have 
rarely been tested for car parks, leaving untouched incredible 
potential for better profitability. Yield Tactics’ Senior Consult-
ants work alongside your teams and technological partners to 
analyze your data and show you the best way to implement pric-
ing and distribution strategies to increase income.  
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Hotels 

41 

Yield Tactics’ experience particularly makes sense for hospitali-
ty: hotels, residences, camp sites, B&B apartments. Whether you 
are a large hospitality group or an independent hotel, our Senior 
Consultants will help you to deliver more value from your reve-
nue management strategies to increase your daily average rate, 
revenue per available room, and gross operating profit. We can 
audit your business with our frameworks and propose recom-
mendations for maximizing revenue on peak dates, better seg-
ment your pricing, and adopt low-demand distribution strate-
gies, taking into consideration the willingness of the customer to 
pay for upgrades, food and beverages, and the various services 
your establishment proposes.  
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Tour operators & activities 

43 

Yield Tactics’ Senior Consultants assist tour companies facing 
revenue management challenges with their business. Our yield 
management expertise makes sense for optimizing the sale of 
your packages and products, and also better negotiating with 
your suppliers’ annual pricing, groups, and allotments.  
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PA R K S  



 

 

Theme parks, ski resorts & tourist attractions 

45 

Yield Tactics’ experience in revenue management applies to 
theme parks, ski resorts, and tourist attractions. Our Senior Con-
sultants assist you in taking more opportunities, maximizing rev-
enue on peak dates/time, and increasing reservations on low-
demand periods using price and distribution strategies from the 
travel industry.  
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Meetings, Incentives, Convention & Exhibitions 

47 

Property owners and managers moving beyond rooms or space-
only revenue management and aiming for a total revenue prop-
erty approach are definitively on the right track to reach higher 
profits. Yield Tactics helps you implement the revenue manage-
ment strategies that best fit your business, segment, location 
strengths and weaknesses, as well as your geographical area.  
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Corporate business travel buyers 

49 

Yield Tactics offering for corporate business travel purchase 
managers and departments is positioned to serve S&P500, DAX 
and CAC40 companies and public administrations with more 
than two million dollars annual spending in air tickets. Initially 
driven by Airline Tactics’ Senior Consultants to benefit the large 
corporations from our airline revenue management expertise, 
the service is being extended to other travel sectors. Our service 
is positioned as an additional layer between the corporate and 
the travel management company, providing independent adviso-
ry and insights to conduct effective RFP definition and price ne-
gotiation by better understanding airlines’ revenue management 
dynamics on specific routes and Origin-Destination (O&D).  
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Technology companies and startups 

51 

Technological companies and startups are of great interest for 
the worldwide multi-billion dollar travel market. However, travel 
industry is not easy to disrupt with digital technology because of 
its intrinsic pricing and distribution complexity, and because of IT 
providers’ monopolies. Yield Tactics can bring valuable insights 
to startups and tech companies willing to enter the travel busi-
ness, saving your project and development teams thousands of 
coding hours.  



 

 

YIELD TACTICS’ Senior Consultants’ 

capabilities span most of the travel 

industry commercial and revenue 

management topics. They are agile 

and have considerable international 

and multicultural experience,  

working at headquarters of large 

travel companies such as airlines.   
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M A G A Z I N E  
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https://www.yieldtactics.com/en/magazine/


 

 

 

TORONTO 
americas@yieldtactics.com 
+1 437 370 1908 

VIRTUAL POINTS OF CONTACT 

SINGAPORE 
asiapacific@yieldtactics.com 

+65 3105 1498 

TOULOUSE 
europe@yieldtactics.com 
+33 9 73 05 36 91 

LEGAL ADDRESS 
78 allée primavera 

Centre Ubidoca 16192 
Pringy - 74370 Annecy 

France 
RCS 44.234.526 Annecy   


